
"I  don't  feel  like  a painter,  a  designer rather.  I  consider my
works as prototypes of a serial production. A design object is all the
more real the more it enters our everyday life without distorting it.
In my works, I also search for banality. The object accompanies our
lives with its anonymous, silent and reassuring presence".

Vincenzo Mascia, 1995

VINCENZO MASCIA | Bio
1957, Santa Croce di Magliano (Campobasso). He is an architect, artist and designer. His works are
found in private collections and museum institutions such as the MADI Museum in Dallas (U.S.A. ),
the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Latinoamericano de La Plata (Argentina), the Pinacoteca Civica
"Franco  Libertucci"  of  Casacalenda (Campobasso),  the  Young Museum of  Revere  (Mantova),  the
Museo Civico  d'Arte  Contemporanea "Umbro  Apollonio"  of  San Martino  di  Lupari  (Padova),  the
Museum of  artistic  and historical  excellences  MAGI '900 of  Pieve di  Cento (Bologna),  the  MAGA
Museum of Gallarate (Varese),  the MAGMA Museum of Roccamonfina, the Civic  Museum of Vibo
Valenzia,  the  Madi  Museum  of  Candelaria  (Argentina),  the  International  Center  of  Outdoor
Sculpture - Museum of the Park of Portofino (Genoa), the Outdoor Museum of Sorrento (Na).

Vincenzo Mascia, a complex figure of architect, artist and designer, is a significant exponent of the
International Madi Movement. 
Trained in Rome at the Faculty of Architecture of Valle Giulia, where he came into contact with
Filiberto Menna,  theorist  of  analytical painting,  Mascia soon turned to non-figurative art with
particular attention to the results of Dutch Neoplasticism, the Russian Avant-garde, Conceptual
Art and Concretism. Of great importance is the comparison with the masters of the twentieth
century as Lucio Fontana,  who inspired the cycle of  works On the tracks of  Fontana,  everted
structures made by engraving cardboard surfaces with signs, measured and rational, which allow
a  glimpse  of  a  colored  background  to  "find  beyond  the  surface  still  light  and  color.  In  the
reflections of the beginnings the characteristic orientations of Mascia's production are identified:
the trespassing between different artistic fields and expressive forms and the projection of the
work in space to be understood both as culture of the object and as art in the environment. Not by
chance, therefore, since his university years (1976-1982) Mascia was fascinated by design and
approached the study of personalities such as Gerrit Thomas Rietveld, Charles Rennie Mackintosh
and Le Corbusier.  At  the end of  the '80s  the passion for  design converges in  ART DESIGN,  a
company dedicated to the production of objects and furnishing accessories designed by our artist.



The series of works inspired by Memphis, a design and architecture collective founded by Ettore
Sottsass,  dates  back to  this  experience.  These objects  -  clocks,  benches,  tables,  display  cases,
mirrors and more - are distinguished by the presence of abstract volumes in the foreground that
articulate  with  the  geometric  surfaces  of  the  background.  This  activity  contributes  to  define
Mascia's  aspiration  to  realize  objects  endowed  with  their  own  identity,  detached  from  the
mimetic interpretation of reality. 
In 1996 Mascia's frequentation of the Milanese cultural milieu and in particular his relationship
with  the  Galleria  Arte  Struktura,  directed  by  Anna  Canali,  encouraged  him  to  join  MADI,  an
international movement founded in Buenos Aires in 1946 by Carmelo Arden Quin, which can be
traced back to non-figurative artistic research through non-expressive, non-representational and
non-symbolic forms. Mascia thus arrives at a production free from the constraints of the mimetic
interpretation of  reality,  characterized by everted objects,  articulated with joints  and unusual
geometries. Following in the footsteps of Carmelo Arden Quin, Mascia's research, in an effective
balance between freedom and play, contributes to the emancipation of the work from the frame.
It  turns  out  to  be  particularly  representative  of  Mascia's  research  Chaotic  Structure,  the
intervention designed for the museum of Portofino Park, for Open 18 in Venice and for I-Design in
Palermo.  The  primary  elements  of  the  work  are  the  colored  aluminum  tubes  arranged  in  a
random way, according to combinations and overlaps. The work includes in Venice and Palermo
the presence of a mirroring surface, able to dialogue with the surrounding environment and to
reveal the unprecedented possibilities of interaction between art, design and architecture. Mascia,
underlines Serena Mormino, is "an artist of geometric forms and decompositions well defined
even when decomposed" and is "a designer, because the playful and playful art typically MadìA, can
have a function also in everyday life". The same concept is used in the realization of the work
"Mikado" included in the large project "Outdoor Museum" in Sorrento by SyArt. 
Mascia overcomes painting in the traditional sense and works a synthesis of the artistic discipline
with architecture and design in order to achieve,  as he declared, "the harmony of contrasting
parts: order and disorder, full and empty, shiny and opaque, concave and convex. Mascia's success,
sealed by the attention of the critics and the public found during the numerous personal and
collective exhibitions in Italy and abroad, lies in the combination of thought and phenomenon and
in the ability to cross the border between idea and action, concept and everyday, in harmony with
his works made of light and color beyond the surface.

ARTIST DECLARATION:
We all believed in one big dream. To build socialism. This great dream has generated a part of the
artistic avant-garde of the twentieth century: constructivism, suprematism, neoplasticism. The dream of
a classless society and of a total art, derived from the synthesis of all arts, remains the most fascinating
utopia.  Constructed art,  moving from the linguistic  and formal  zeroing (no form exists  a  priori:  it
becomes  form  with  the  art  of  building,  putting  together,  composing),  breaks  with  the  historicist
tradition  and achieves  continuity  between art  and technology.  This  intimate  connection  with  other
disciplines (architecture, graphics, industrial design) makes it an art that is still stubbornly vital. I think
that every artist who works in the field of research crosses the history of the avant-garde. I have never
been a painter. I began to deal with art in 1981, when I realized that art was above all a mental fact and
that you could also paint with your brain. My first painting, entitled "black on white", was nothing
more than the title itself written in negative on the canvas, that is to say, the outlines of the letters were
painted in black. My friends pointed out to me that at most it should have been white on black (it was
white writing on a black background, and I explained that the painting was all there, revolving around
this apparently contradictory but true concept, since I had spread black color on a support, the canvas,
which was originally white.  I played with these tautologies for a couple of years, then I  began to
compose concretist paintings. After a while, however, I had the distinct feeling of having broken down
an open door,  of repeating things that had already been magnificently elaborated by other authors.



Grappling with a piece of cardboard engraved with a box cutter, one day I noticed that by deforming it,
three-dimensional  structures  came  out.  It  was  what  I  was  looking  for  at  that  moment,  namely  a
synthesis between constructivist structuralism and Fontana's spatial conceptuality. I came to MADI'
later and in an unconscious way. While working for a long time on the cycle of works entitled "On the
tracks of Fontana", at a certain point I realized that it was necessary to go beyond the limits of the
outline of the painting, which now appeared to me as a universe in itself, concluded, which did not
allow for dialogue or contamination. I wanted the painting to explode into a thousand fragments, to
overcome its limits and try to conquer the space outside itself. So I began to work on the decomposition
of  the  square  into  other  elementary  geometric  shapes  that  I  then  put  together  by  juxtaposition  or
superimposition. 
 A fundamental role in my recent works is played by linear elements: strips of colored wood that, from
time to time, underline, highlight particular directions or reinforce particular elements. For some time
now I have been isolating these linear elements in order to give them absolute autonomy, to build with
them an architecture within architecture. I am constantly looking for a relationship with architecture.
The  methodological  approach  is  identical.  Architecture  also  manifests  itself  through  the  unity  of
contrasting forces: horizontal-vertical, full-empty, shiny or opaque, concave or convex surfaces. 
 Vincenzo Mascia 

“Mikado”190x200x16 cm Painted Aluminium, Year 2020, Corso Italia 141, Sorrento (Na), Italy.

The work belongs to the cycle called "chaotic structures" in which the artist prefers three-
dimensional installations where, through an apparent chaos, he assembles materials such as
aluminum,  wood  or  pvc  strips  of  various  sizes  and  colors.  In  this  case  he  uses  painted
aluminum, recalling the random arrangement of the famous game, probably of Chinese origin,



also  known  as  Shanghai.  The  playful  aspect  is  central  to  Madì  art  and  consequently  to
Mascia's work. The artistic object encloses in itself signifier and meaning.
 

LATEST EXHIBITIONS:

2020
Teatro Tasso Sorrento (Na) “Monk & Mascia tarsie contemporanee”
Bipersonale curated by SyArt Gallery
2018
Kanazawa (Japan) Museum of Contemporary Art "MADI. The Other Geometry".
Milano - Fondazione Mudima “MADI  ITALIA”
Spazio Arte dell'Istituto Italiano di Cultura a Okaka, "MADI l'altra geometria".
Sorrento (NA) Villa Fiorentino -  “SORRENTO YOUNG ART FESTIVAL – 2^ edizione”
2017
Sorrento (NA) Villa Fiorentino -  “SORRENTO YOUNG ART FESTIVAL – PREVIEW 2017”
Napoli Associazione Culturale Movimento Aperto -  “OMAGGIO A MONDRIAN”
Lecce ex Conservatorio S. Anna -  “MADI, LA MATERIA NEL TEMPO”
Bonefro (CB) Palazzo Maucieri -  “ICONICO/ANICONICO”
Isernia Auditorium -  “PREMIO PACI”
Borgomanero (NO) Galleria Borgoarte -  “70+1 ANNI: E’ ANCORA MADI”
Bergamo, Galleria Marelia – “FRANGI-MASCIA-ZANGARA TRE ARTISTI MADì”
Milano, Spazio Hajech – Liceo artistico di Brera “PRINCIPIO DEL GIORNO. BIANCO E NERO”
Monza Serrone di Villa Reale “ANGELI & ARTISTI nella Iglesia de los Angeles”
Teano galleria art immagin “PROPOSTE PER UNA COLLEZIONE”
2016
Terlizzi (BA ), Pinacoteca Michele De Napoli -  ARTE MADI INTERNAZIONALE
Taranto, Castello Aragonese – Proiezioni di forme e colore (Arte Madi Internazionale)
Casacalenda, Galleria Civica d’arte contemporanea “Franco Libertucci”, “Il madi di Vincenzo Mascia”
Pescara, Circolo Aternino, “No(w)art)”
Acerra (NA) “Le geometrie incrociate di Domenico Fatigati e Vincenzo Mascia”
2015



Champlan (Parigi), Gallerie Aller simple – Est-ce qu'il en reste...ou les affres de l'amateur
Sorrento, Onda art gallery “CONTACT” 
Busto Garolfo, Villa Rescalli Villoresi – “UNITED FACTORY” 
Portofino, Museo del Parco – installazione permanente dell’opera “struttura caotica”
Campobasso, ex GIL – CIBART
Venezia, Hotel Hilton  Molino Stucky – OPEN 18
Sorrento, Onda art gallery “Spazio analitico: trasparenze, geometrie, profondità”
Palermo, I-Design, a cura di Laura Bica e Cristina Costanzo
Caserta, Belvedere di San Leucio – “Nel solco del linearismo” a cura di Luigi Paolo Finizio;
OSAKA (Japan), MI GALLERY – MADI
2014
Parigi, Galerie Arichi – “Couleur/Forme/Ligne” Bensasson Kimura Mascia
Champlan (Parigi), Gallerie Aller simple – “A nos amour” quelques rencontres imaginaires dans une
collection
Campobasso, ex GIL - "Monocromo (Sara Lafigliola-Vincenzo Mascia)", a cura di Silvia Valente
Champlan (Paris), Galerie ALLER SIMPLE- SAKAE HASEGAWA et MADI en ITALIE: Cortese, Frangi,
Mascia, Zangara, a cura di Catherine Topall
TOKIO (Japan), O RI E - ART GALLERY – MADI super
Vibo Valentia, Premio LIMEN arte 2014
2013
Budapest (Ungheria), Museo Letterario Petőfi - Kassák “MADI Universe - 20 years of Mobile MADI
Museum”
Palaiseau  (Francia)  –  MJC-Téâtre  des  3  Vallées  “  PARALLELES  -  INTENATIONALE  D'ART
GÉOMÉTRIQUE 
Dallas (TEXAS), Museo MADI’, “Rarely Seen MADI Art: Selections from the Permanent Collection”
San Martino di Lupari (PD), Museo UMBRO APOLLONIO “Chiamata alle arti”
Champlan (Parigi), Gallerie Aller simple – MADI BLANC & NOIR
Caserta, Gallerie Art & Co – “Segmento Complementarità”;
Termoli, Officina solare “Quinta biennale del piccolo formato”
Bergamo, Studio 2B Boggi arte “BRAIN STORMING – Combattimento per una immagine”
Milano, Spazio Hajech – Liceo artistico di Brera “Spazi, confini e territori”
Casacalenda, Galleria Civica d’arte contemporanea “Franco Libertucci”, “Donazioni 2013”
2012
Barisciano (AQ), Monastero San Colombo “personale”
Palermo, Galleria Monteleone “Madi oltre lo spazio”
San Martino di Lupari (PD), Museo UMBRO APOLLONIO “Museo Virtuale”
Termoli,  Officina  solare  “l'esprit  de  geometrie  tra  architettura  e  design”  personale  a  cura  di
Tommaso Evangelista
Lovere (BG), Museo Tadini "Movimento Madì. Una geometria oltre le regole"
Sarvisvaara (Svezia), Nattavaara akademin ”hommage à Vantongerloo av Madi”
Palermo, Galleria Lupò art “Il Madi e il design” Luggi Kimura Mascia
Campobasso, Galleria ARTES CONTEMPORANEA “RESTART Permanenze/Evoluzioni”
S. Maria Capua Vetere (CE), Galleria Avantgarde arte e design – 
2011
Carros (Francia), CIAC “Conscience polygonale de Carmelo Arden Quin à Madi contemporain”
Brescia - KANALIDARTE “Noir et Blanc MADI”
Cholet (Francia), Musée d'Art et d'Histoire “MADI Carmelo Arden Quin & Co”
Isernia – Officina della cultura - 54° Biennale Internazionale d’arte di Venezia 2011-
"Iniziativa promossa dal Padiglione Italia per il 150° dell'Unità d'Italia" a cura di Vittorio Sgarbi



Barisciano (AQ), Monastero San Colombo “Gli orizzonti del colore”
Trapani, Palazzo della Vicaria “Geometrie di luce – “14 artisti del Movimento Madì internazionale”
San Martino di Lupari (PD), Museo Umbro Apollonio – Opere in permanenza
Sant’Arpino (CE), Pinacoteca comunale – “Astrattismo geometrico”
Parigi, Gallerie Aller simple – Opere in permanenza
Sydney (Australia), Factory 89 – “Madì international”
Brescia, KANALIDARTE “l'arte costruisce l'Europa: costruttivismo, concretismo, cinevisualismo…”
S. Maria Capua Vetere (CE), Galleria Avantgarde arte e design 
2010
Bergamo, Galleria Marelia – “Bergamo Arte Fiera”
Parigi, Galerie Olivier Nouvellet – “MADI’ petit format”
Montigny le Bretonneaux, Conservatorie des arts – “Bicrome MADI’”
Bergamo, Galleria Marelia – “Madì Bianco e Nero”
Museo Bargellini di Pieve di Cento – “Arte Madì Internazionale
Parigi, Galerie Arichi – “5 artisti MADI’”
Reggia di Caserta – “Convergenze geometriche”
Dallas (TEXAS), Museo MADI’ - “Monumental and intimate art"
2009
Gorinchem (Olanda), Museo Civico – “De Geometrie van MADI’”
Napoli, Galleria al blu di prussia – “Oltre la geometria”
Budapest (Ungheria), Galleria B55 – “Line - Vonal”
Gyor (Ungheria), MTA MADI Galéria – “Force lines” Personale di Mascia e Pinna”
Plasmolen (Olanda), Museo Civico – “De vierde dimensie”
Bergamo, Galleria Marelia – “MADI’ – Arte come invenzione”
Reggio Calabria, Castello Aragonese – “MADI’ – Movimento internazionale d’arte”
2008
Parigi, Maison de l’Amérique latin – “Mouvement MADI’ International”
Desenzano del Garda, Galleria The Cube – “Opening the cube”
Biella, Palazzo Boglietti  – “9 Artisti MADI’ a Biella”
Milano, Galleria Scoglio di Quarto – “Le teorie del MADI’”
Verona, Spazio arte Pisanello  – “MADI’ internazionale a Verona”
Parigi, Orion centre d'art géométrique MADI' – “Personale di Cortese e Mascia”
2007 
Campobasso, Galleria Limiti Inchiusi – “Duecentoanni - Fuoriluogo 11”
Venezia-Mestre, Galleria Verifica 8+1 – “MADI’ Italia”
Maubege (Francia) – “MADI’ Noir & Blanc”
Parigi, Orion centre d'art géométrique MADI' – “MADI’ Noir & Blanc”
Termoli, Galleria Civica - “Nuova composizione sperimentale”
Oratino, Il Sorbetto - “Strutture” personale
Spoltore (PE) – “Arte nel territorio”
Macchiagodena (IS) – “La vita attiva continuità di senso”
Santa Croce di Magliano -" Rete Atelier Molise"
2006 
Gyor (Ungheria), MTA MADI  – “Mobile 2”
Bratislava, Galleria Z – “Mobile 3”
Tripoli, Istituto Italiano di cultura – “Il filo conduttore”
Mosca, Museo d’Arte Contemporanea – “SupreMADIsm”
Santa Croce di Magliano -" Rete Atelier Molise" 
Spoltore (PE) – “Bellavista”



Milano, Spazio Lattuada – “MADI’ Internazionale”
2005
Dallas (TEXAS), Museo MADI’ - “Omaggio all’arte geometrica"
Termoli - “Genius Loci Arte Contemporanea in Molise”
Milano - Arte Struktura - “33 anni di Arte Struktura”
Campobasso, Galleria Limiti Inchiusi - “Molise Glo/cal Identità”
Parigi, Orion centre d'art géométrique - MADI' “Mobile”
Sassari, Galleria Denti & Denti - “Materialismo Dialettico”


